II. Preliminaries
Definition: 2.1 Let X be a nonempty set. A fuzzy set A in X is given by A = , / ∈ --(2.1) where : X → [0, 1] is the membership function of the fuzzy set A (i.e.) ∈ 0,1 is the membership of ∈ in A. The generalizations of fuzzy sets are the Intuitionistic fuzzy (IFS) set proposed by Atanassov [1, 2] is with independent memberships and non memberships. 
Definition: 2.2 An Intuitionistic fuzzy set (IFS)
,
2.6: Distance Measures of Intuitionistic Fuzzy Sets
In the IFS, the commonly defined distance measures [7, 8] 
--(2.6.5) and with all degrees taken under consideration , is
Hence the normalized Geometric distance is , = 

The Similarity measure proposed by Yanhong et al. [9] was , 
III. Proposed Distance And Similarity Measures For Intuitionistic Multi Fuzzy Sets
In IFS, the distance and similarity measures are considered for the membership and non membership functions only once. But in IFMS, it should be considered more than once; because of their multi membership and non membership functions. And, their considerations are combined together by means of Summation concept based on their cardinality.
3.1: HAUSDROFF MEASURE
In Hamming metrics, the Hausdroff distance is defined as 
3.2: GEOMETRIC MEASURE
The Geometric distance of the Intuitionistic Multi Fuzzy set is defined as
and when all degrees are taken under consideration , it
Where the Normalized Geometric distance is , = 
V. Conclusion
Three methods of distance and similarity measure of IFMS are presented and analyzed. The proposed methods are mathematically valid and can be applied to any decision making problems or pattern recognitions. From the numerical evaluation is clear that the proposed similarity measure also satisfy the condition and properties of similarity measure (Definition: 2.7). The unique feature of this proposed method is that it considers multi membership and non membership for the same element. The present study constitutes a first study of distance measures based on IFMS and future research will establish the proposed methodology as a concrete pattern classification framework.
